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The God of Abraham, Isaac
& Jacob Jun 30 2022
The Ordeals of Isaac and Jacob
May 30 2022 The biblical
author had to demonstrate that
the founding fathers of the
model civilization-envisioned in
Mosaic legislation intended as
a model for emulation by other
peoples and nations-were
recognizably human-flawed as
all humans are. One can
empathize with Isaac or Jacob
who are seen to be human with
their faults and frailties-which
one cannot do with a
superhuman being. These
stories illustrate dramatically
there are no characters of
mythic proportions, no
superheroes, only normal
people living in dysfunctional
instant-citrix-security-how-to-jacob-carmel

families, erring, doing acts that
are occasionally senseless, and
often embarrassing. Yet, these
same people passed on an
intellectual and spiritual
heritage that will ultimately
find full expression in the
teachings found in the
remaining books of the
Pentateuch. The Ordeals of
Isaac and Jacob focuses on
what the biblical texts are
telling us-explicitly and
implicitly-about these men, the
world in which they lived, and
how they managed to preserve
the covenantal heritage left to
them by Abraham. Since
biblical texts are not as clear as
one might imagine, scholars
have struggled for two
millennia to comprehend what
the texts are actually stating
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and attempting to convey to the
reader. In re-examining these
Texts, the author has consulted
a wide range of commentaries
and studies which approach the
biblical narratives from a
variety of perspectives, and
offers some novel insights of
his own.
The Miraculous Increase of
Jacob's Flock Opened and
Applied, from Genesis XXX.
25. to the End. By S. O. C.
and Published by Edmund
Jones Jun 06 2020
Rav Lau on Pirkei Avos:
Chapters 1-2 Jun 26 2019
Jacob's Room to Choose Nov 23
2021 After kindergarteners
Jacob and Sophie are
prevented from using their
school's bathrooms, their
teacher helps her students
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write new rules about who can
use which bathroom.
Jacob's Roughriders Aug 28
2019 Most of the adventure
written in this book, really
occurred. After slavery was
abolished, many Negroes
joined up to fight with the
Union army to help win the war
over slavery. At first, they were
not accepted, but later at the
loss of many white soldiers, the
Negroes were allowed to join
the army, but only in a
segregated regiment called the
colored troops. After the Civil
War was won, the colored
calvary was born. They were
called the 9th and 10th calvary
of the United States Army.
They fought Indians, chased
outlaws, and escorted settlers
across the plains. The colored
calvary was given tough and
dangerous assignments; but
they fought magnificently and
won every fight they were
engaged in; with few or no
casualties. The colored troops
were very skillful and
courageous; the Indians
respected them as brave
fearless warriors. They were
given the name Buffalo
Soldiers, because the buffalo is
sacred and highly respected in
the Indian Nation. Also, the
Indians thought the Negroes
hair was similar to the kinky,
curly hair of the buffalo. The
Seminole Negro Indians were
the best scouts and trackers in
the country, and many were
drafted into the Army. It is
recorded that many Negro
soldiers were decorated highly
for bravery, and received the
Congressional Medal of Honor.
In 1847, Jacob Washington was
born a slave and was freed
during the Emancipation
instant-citrix-security-how-to-jacob-carmel

Proclamation in 1863. At the
age of sixteen, Jacob left the
plantation and traveled west to
Texas, where he fulfilled his
dream as a cowboy. Jacob got a
job on the Circle (G) Ranch,
working for Bill Goodman as a
wrangler. Jacob changed his
name to Jake, and received lots
of experience. He helped push
cattle northward up the
Chisholm Trail into Oklahoma
(Indian Territory) and on into
Abilene and Dodge City,
Kansas.
The Ladder of Jacob Apr 16
2021 Rife with incest, adultery,
rape, and murder, the biblical
story of Jacob and his children
must have troubled ancient
readers. By any standard, this
was a family with problems.
Jacob's oldest son Reuben is
said to have slept with his
father's concubine Bilhah. The
next two sons, Simeon and
Levi, tricked the men of a
nearby city into undergoing
circumcision, and then
murdered all of them as
revenge for the rape of their
sister. Judah, the fourth son,
had sexual relations with his
own daughter-in-law.
Meanwhile, jealous of their
younger sibling Joseph, the
brothers conspired to kill him;
they later relented and merely
sold him into slavery. These
stories presented a particular
challenge for ancient biblical
interpreters. After all, Jacob's
sons were the founders of the
nation of Israel and ought to
have been models of virtue. In
The Ladder of Jacob, renowned
biblical scholar James Kugel
retraces the steps of ancient
biblical interpreters as they
struggled with such problems.
Kugel reveals how they often
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fixed on a little detail in the
Bible's wording to "deduce"
something not openly stated in
the narrative. They concluded
that Simeon and Levi were
justified in killing all the men in
a town to avenge the rape of
their sister, and that Judah,
who slept with his daughter-inlaw, was the unfortunate victim
of alcoholism. These are among
the earliest examples of ancient
biblical interpretation
(midrash). They are found in
retellings of biblical stories
that appeared in the closing
centuries BCE--in the Book of
Jubilees, the Aramaic Levi
Document, the Testaments of
the Twelve Patriarchs, and
other noncanonical works.
Through careful analysis of
these retellings, Kugel is able
to reconstruct how ancient
interpreters worked. The
Ladder of Jacob is an artful,
compelling account of the very
beginnings of biblical
interpretation.
Climbing Jacob's Ladder Sep
29 2019 “A compelling portrait
of the relationship between a
student and a teacher,” this
spiritual memoir “raises
important questions about the
meaning of Judaism and the
search for spirituality in this
world” (Los Angeles Times)
Jewish by birth, though from a
secular family, Alan Morinis
explored Hinduism and
Buddhism as a young man. But
in 1997, in the face of personal
crisis, he turned to his Jewish
heritage for guidance. In his
reading he happened upon a
Jewish spiritual tradition called
Mussar. Gradually he realized
that he had stumbled upon an
insightful discipline for selfdevelopment, complete with
Downloaded from singaporeeye.com on
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meditative, contemplative, and
other well-developed
transformative practices
designed to penetrate the
deepest roots of the inner life.
Eventually reaching the limits
of what he could learn on his
own, he decided to seek out a
Mussar teacher. This was not
an easy task, since almost the
entire world of the Mussar
tradition had been wiped out in
the Holocaust. In time, he
found an accomplished master
who stood in an unbroken line
of transmission of the Mussar
tradition, and who lived in the
center of a community of
Orthodox Jews on Long Island.
This book tells the story of
Morinis’s journey to meet his
teacher and what he learned
from him, revealing the central
teachings and practices that
are the spiritual treasury and
legacy of Mussar.
Jacob's War Jul 08 2020 This
novel for older children and
teenagers highlights the panic
the British nation felt in spring
1940, when Hitler's army
poised for invasion only a few
miles away in Calais, the RAF
is stretched to the limit, and
cities are bombed and burned
to the ground. As the plight of
children evacuated from
Germany is at stake, and
desperate refugees are fleeing
tyranny, read of the hope and
adventure of two teenage boys,
one a displaced American and
the other a happy-go-lucky
Yorkshire lad. Based on true
stories and personal accounts,
this research project supported
by Arts Council England finally
tells the story of one of
Britain's wartime secrets.
When top U.S. scientist Carl
Becker moves his family to
instant-citrix-security-how-to-jacob-carmel

Britain in May 1940 to work on
the new RADAR system, all
their lives change forever.
While Carl is visiting the
Ministry of War, police call at
his mother's house to arrest
her, his wife, his ten-year-old
daughter, and twelve-year-old
son, Jacob, sending them to
camps on the Isle of Man. All
because Carl's mum was born
in Germany. As Carl struggles
to find them, Jacob is split from
the family because he looks
older. Jacob is transported with
a Yorkshire boy, whose father
is German, to a brutal men's
internment camp on the island,
where Jacob's War starts. Jacob
is imprisoned with violent Nazi
supporters, witnesses terrible
things, and is shipped to
Canada on a vessel that is
torpedoed. He is shipwrecked
and rescued by the U.S. Navy.
While the British seem
unconcerned, in America, his
story goes all the way to
President Roosevelt!
The Sovereign Individual
Sep 09 2020 Two renowned
investment advisors and
authors of the bestseller The
Great Reckoning bring to light
both currents of disaster and
the potential for prosperity and
renewal in the face of radical
changes in human history as
we move into the next century.
The Sovereign Individual
details strategies necessary for
adapting financially to the next
phase of Western civilization.
Few observers of the late
twentieth century have their
fingers so presciently on the
pulse of the global political and
economic realignment ushering
in the new millennium as do
James Dale Davidson and Lord
William Rees-Mogg. Their bold
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prediction of disaster on Wall
Street in Blood in the Streets
was borne out by Black
Tuesday. In their ensuing
bestsellar, The Great
Reckoning, published just
weeks before the coup attempt
against Gorbachev, they
analyzed the pending collapse
of the Soviet Union and
foretold the civil war in
Yugoslavia and other events
that have proved to be among
the most searing developments
of the past few years. In The
Sovereign Individual, Davidson
and Rees-Mogg explore the
greatest economic and political
transition in centuries -- the
shift from an industrial to an
information-based society. This
transition, which they have
termed "the fourth stage of
human society," will liberate
individuals as never before,
irrevocably altering the power
of government. This
outstanding book will replace
false hopes and fictions with
new understanding and
clarified values.
Defending Jacob Oct 11 2020
NOW A MAJOR TV SERIES If
your son was on trial for
murder, what would you do?
Andy Barber's job is to put
killers behind bars. And when a
boy from his son Jacob's school
is found stabbed to death, Andy
is doubly determined to find
and prosecute the perpetrator.
Until a crucial piece of
evidence turns up linking Jacob
to the murder. And suddenly
Andy and his wife find their son
accused of being a coldblooded killer. In the face of
every parent's worst
nightmare, they will do
anything to defend their child.
Because, deep down, they
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know him better than anyone.
Don't they?
Kindergarten Just Got A Lot
Cooler Jacob May 06 2020 Get
ready for back-to-school with
this fun composition book! This
will help students learn to write
their ABCs in the wide-ruled
interior with 120 pages to fill.
This notebook is ideal for
kindergarten boys named Jacob
getting ready for their first day
of school!
Jacob's Ladder Jun 18 2021
Press kit includes: 1 booklet
containing cast and credits
listing and production
information; biographies for:
Adrian Lyne, Alan Marshall,
Tim Robbins, Bruce Foel Rubin.
Jacob's Fishing Day Feb 01
2020 Pack up the gear-cane
poles, tackle box, backpacks,
and canteens! Join Jacob and
his brother, Chris, as they
embark on a Texas summer
adventure of hiking and fishing.
Jacob's Fishing Day is a vivid
example of family fun and
wholesome entertainment-an
enjoyable and powerful
addition to any child's library.
NLT Life Application Study
Bible, Third Edition,
Personal Size Mar 16 2021
Winner of the 2020 Christian
Book Award for Bible of the
Year! Trusted & Treasured by
Millions of Readers over 30
years, the Life Application(R)
Study Bible Is Today's #1Selling Study Bible, and a Bible
for All Times. Now it has been
thoroughly updated and
expanded, offering even more
relevant insights for
understanding and applying
God's Word to everyday life in
today's world. Discover How
You Can Apply the Bible to
Your Life Today Now with a
instant-citrix-security-how-to-jacob-carmel

fresh two-color interior design
and meaningfully updated
study notes and features, this
Bible will help you understand
God's Word better than ever. It
answers questions that you
may have about the text and
provides you practical yet
powerful ways to apply the
Bible to your life every day.
Study the stories and teachings
of the Bible with verse-by-verse
commentary. Gain wisdom
from people in the Bible by
exploring their
accomplishments and learning
from their mistakes. Survey the
big picture of each book
through overviews, vital
statistics, outlines, and
timelines, and grasp difficult
concepts using in-text maps,
charts, and diagrams--all to
help you do life God's way,
every day. The Personal Size
editions are for people who like
to carry their study Bible with
them. Features: (Enhanced,
updated, and with new content
added throughout) Now more
than 10,000 Life Application(R)
notes and features Over 100
Life Application(R) profiles of
key Bible people Introductions
and overviews for each book of
the Bible More than 500 maps
& charts placed for quick
reference
Dictionary/concordance
Extensive side-column crossreference system to facilitate
deeper study Life
Application(R) index to notes,
charts, maps, and profiles
Refreshed design with a second
color for visual clarity 16 pages
of full-color maps Quality
Smyth-sewn binding--durable,
made for frequent use, and lays
flat when open Presentation
page Single-column format
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Christian Worker's Resource, a
special supplement to enhance
the reader's ministry
effectiveness Full text of the
Holy Bible, New Living
Translation (NLT), combining
the latest biblical scholarship
with clear, natural English
The Guardian Dec 13 2020
The Holy Bible Apr 04 2020
NLT Study Bible Large Print
May 18 2021 Make Your Study
Personal and Your Devotions
Serious. You study the Bible to
connect with God's heart. The
NLT Study Bible gives you the
tools you need to enter the
world of the Bible so you can
do just that. Including over
25,000 study notes plus
profiles, charts, maps,
timelines, book and section
introductions, and
approximately 300 theme
notes, the NLT Study Bible will
make your study personal and
your devotions serious. This
new large print edition features
a generous 10-point font. The
New Living Translation
breathes life into even the most
difficult-to-understand Bible
passages, changing lives as the
words speak directly to their
hearts.
The Heart of Jacob Mar 04
2020 Jacob prospers as a
moneylender and pig merchant
by taking advantage of other
people’s misfortunes. But when
he seeks to exploit the famine
afflicting his village Tounga by
lending money at high interest
rates to poor villagers, he does
not reckon what a sacrilege his
pigs would commit which give
the people an opportunity to
feast on his own misfortune.
When this happens community
gives way to individual desires,
and the stomach dictates to the
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head what it should think and
believe in. Reason bends to
absurdity and custom bows to
bizarre novelty. Life explodes
into a sinister mess that points
to only one outcome: Jacob and
society’s ultimate ruin.
The Strange Book of Jacob
Boyce Sep 02 2022 A spiralling
obsession. A missing wife. A
terrifying secret. Will he find
her before it's too late? When
Dr Jacob Boyce's wife goes
missing, the police put it down
to a simple marital dispute.
Jacob, however, fears
something darker. Following
her trail to Spain, he becomes
convinced that Ella's
disappearance is tied to a
mysterious painting whose
hidden geometric and
numerical riddles he's been
obsessively trying to solve for
months. Obscure,
hallucinogenic clues, and
bizarre, larger-than-life
characters, guide an
increasingly unhinged Jacob
through a nightmarish Spanish
landscape to an art forger's
studio in Madrid, where he
comes face-to-face with a
centuries-old horror, and the
terrifying, mind-bending, truth
about his wife.
Jewish Manuscript Cultures
Dec 01 2019 Hebrew
manuscripts are considered to
be invaluable documents and
artefacts of Jewish culture and
history. Research on Hebrew
manuscript culture is
progressing rapidly and
therefore its topics, methods
and questions need to be
enunciated and reflected upon.
The case studies assembled in
this volume explore various
fields of research on Hebrew
manuscripts. They show
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paradigmatically the current
developments concerning
codicology and palaeography,
book forms like the scroll and
codex, scribes and their writing
material, patrons, collectors
and censors, manuscript and
book collections, illuminations
and fragments, and, last but
not least, new methods of
material analysis applied to
manuscripts. The principal
focus of this volume is the
material and intellectual
history of Hebrew book
cultures from antiquity to the
Middle Ages and Early Modern
Period, its intention being to
heighten and sharpen the
reader’s understanding of
Jewish social and cultural
history in general.
Jacob's Room Jul 28 2019 A
Nonconformist Novel with No
Central Character “Either we
are men, or we are women.
Either we are cold, or we are
sentimental. Either we are
young, or growing old. In any
case life is but a procession of
shadows, and God knows why it
is that we embrace them so
eagerly, and see them depart
with such anguish, being
shadows.” - Virginia Woolf,
Jacob's Room Jacob’s Room is
not your typical Victorian
English novel. The fact that
there is no real protagonist
stands out the most. Jacob is
not actually a character, only a
collection of memories, feelings
and sensations. His life is like a
room seen through the eyes of
other people. This Xist Classics
edition has been professionally
formatted for e-readers with a
linked table of contents. This
eBook also contains a bonus
book club leadership guide and
discussion questions. We hope
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you’ll share this book with your
friends, neighbors and
colleagues and can’t wait to
hear what you have to say
about it.
Jacob's Ladder Oct 30 2019
There are ten important
questions everyone should ask;
and the answers to these
questions, which lead to
ultimate truth, are a matter of
reason, not of faith.Well-known
Catholic philosopher and writer
Peter Kreeft tackles each of
these questions in a logical
step-by-step way, like climbing
the rungs of a ladder. Because
questions are best answered by
dialogue, Kreeft answers these
fundamental questions in an
imaginary conversation
between two very different
people who meet at the beach.
Kreeft's characters begin at the
beginning, at the bottom of the
ladder, which is the passion for
truth. When it comes to the
most important questions a
person can ask, no mere
interest in philosophical
dabbling will do. The passion
for truth does not stop there,
however, but carries the reader
from one page to the next in
this thought-provoking
adventure of the mind.Among
the topics, or steps, that
Kreeft's characters delve into
include: Do you have the
passion to know?Does truth
exist?What is the meaning of
life?What is love, and why is it
so important for our lives?If
there is a God, what proof is
there for his existence?Has
God revealed himself to us in a
personal way?And many other
important questions and topics
to help climb the ladder to the
truth about life
Isaac Blesses Jacob and Esau
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Aug 21 2021 The Arch Book
series tells popular Bible
stories through fun-to-read
rhymes and bright illustrations.
This well-loved series captures
the attention of children,
telling scripturally sound
stories that are enjoyable and
easy to remember.
Bound by an Oath Oct 23
2021
A Lancaster Amish Love Story
for Jacob Dec 25 2021 Love.
Secrets. The Future. When
Philadelphia teen Jacob finds
himself in love, what will it
mean for his future and that of
his new Amish family? Still
feeling horribly out of place in
his new Amish home of Hope
Crossing, Philadelphia teen
Jacob finds himself falling head
over heels in love with
Elizabeth, a newcomer from
Tennessee who moves to
Hope's Crossing with her
family. Meanwhile, Jacob's
Amish sister, Sarah is neckdeep in problems of her own
when she hosts a book club
using questionable content.
Can Sarah keep her secrets, or
will the book club spell the end
of her reputation? Will Jacob's
fledgling relationship with
Elizabeth blossom into
something special? And what's
causing the horrible noise
outside the Mast residence
every night...and what does all
of this mean for Jacob's future
in Hope Crossing? Find out in
Book 7 of the Amazon
Bestselling series, A Home for
Jacob. If you love Amish fiction,
scroll up and grab a copy
today! Great for lovers of
Amish stories, Lancaster PA,
Amish country, Lancaster
county saga, Amish books
series, Amish New Books,
instant-citrix-security-how-to-jacob-carmel

Amish books fiction, Amish
books, Amish books authors,
Amish christmas books, Amish
life books, Amish books, Amish
girl book, Amish living books,
living Amish, Amish book series
authors, Amish bookends,
Amish reading books, Amish
next book, Amish bookstore,
Amish and Mennonite books,
Amish grace, Amish fiction
series, Amish fiction 2019,
Amish fiction book club,
inspirational Amish fiction,
inspirational Amish, Amish
ebook, Amish girl book, Amish
culture, Amish books to read,
Amish 2019, Amish upcoming
books about the Amish lifestyle.
Jacob's Story as Christian
Scripture Apr 28 2022 Jacob is
all too often underappreciated
in works on biblical theology.
He nevertheless stands
squarely in the line of promise
and is the man who becomes
Israel. His blessings come not
because he is virtuous but
because God remains faithful.
In this, his story contributes to
the themes of Genesis and of
the Pentateuch as a whole, and
extends into the life of the
church. Jacob’s Story as
Christian Scripture begins with
a reading of Genesis 25 to 35,
and then moves beyond the
boundaries of Genesis to track
the words he pronounces over
his twelve sons. Jacob’s
blessings give shape to
Balaam’s oracles and ultimately
to subsequent prophecies
concerning the lion of the tribe
of Judah. Prophetic
appropriation of Jacob’s story,
presented here via a fresh
investigation of OT passages
from Jeremiah, Obadiah,
Micah, and others, includes
troubling elements of Jacob’s
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character to indict the
nation—in the hope that God’s
people, like the patriarch, will
stop being Jacob and become
Israel.
The Works of Flavius
Josephus Feb 12 2021
The Biblical Aspect of
Jacob's Life Jan 26 2022 The
Biblical Aspect of Jacob’s Life is
a detailed study of the life of a
wealthy and powerful Old
Testament believer who is just
like today Christians in many
aspects, but whose life right
from the start was consumed
by struggles and tension, and
was used by God to accomplish
His plans and purpose. Written
by pastors Ike and Queen
Ozuome, this book offers some
helpful insights into Jacob’s
wise and unwise actions within
the biblical context and in
terms of a contemporary
understanding of Christian life.
�� It is designed to help the
Christian who is struggling in
his or her walk with Christ to
have a better understanding of
how God interacts with His
people. �� It is also a useful
resource material for
understanding your strengths
and weaknesses, and for
identifying both the
opportunities open to you and
threats you face in your
Christian walk with Christ. ��
It can serve as a flashlight for
anyone who is walking a dark
path or who wants to learn
from the mistakes of someone
in the past as to avoid the same
mistakes or pitfalls. �� It is a
book that will help you link the
things that have happened in
the past with experiences that
you have in the present. Ike
and Queen Ozuome are pastors
of Alayo Miracle Church of
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Christ in Lagos, Nigeria, Africa.
They are known for their
profound love for God, their
compassion for people, and for
their unwavering commitment
to reaching others with the
Good News of Jesus Christ.
Jacob Nov 11 2020 The many
ups and downs in the life of
Jacob are dramatized in
compelling stories for
elementary students, with
simplified versions for tiny tots.
This volume includes splendid
illustrations, maps,
photographs of artifacts from
ancient times, and a
comprehensive glossary that
brings a forgotten age to life.
There is something here for
every member of the family.
Jacob and the Divine Trickster
Jan 14 2021 The book of
Genesis portrays the character
Jacob as a brazen trickster who
deceives members of his own
family: his father Isaac, brother
Esau, and uncle Laban. At the
same time, Genesis depicts
Jacob as YHWH’s chosen, from
whom the entire people Israel
derive and for whom they are
named. These two notices
produce a latent tension in the
text: Jacob is concurrently an
unabashed trickster and
YHWH’s preference. How is
one to address this tension?
Scholars have long focused on
the implications for the
character and characterization
of Jacob. The very question,
however, at its core raises an
issue that is theological in
nature. The Jacob cycle (Gen
25–36) is just as much, if not
more, a text about God as it is
about Jacob, a point startlingly
absent in a great deal of
Genesis scholarship. Anderson
argues for the presence of what
instant-citrix-security-how-to-jacob-carmel

he has dubbed a theology of
deception in the Jacob cycle:
YHWH operates as a divine
trickster who both uses and
engages in deception for the
perpetuation of the ancestral
promise (Gen 12:1–3). Through
a literary hermeneutic,
emphasizing the symbiotic
relationship between how the
text means and what the text
means, and a keen eye to the
larger task of Old Testament
theology as literally “a word
about God,” Anderson
examines the various
manifestations of YHWH as
trickster in the Jacob cycle. The
phenomenon of divine
deception at every turn is
intimately tethered in diverse
ways to YHWH’s unique
concern for the protection and
advancement of the ancestral
promise, which has cosmic
implications. Attention is given
to the ways that the multiple
deceptions—some previously
unnoticed—evoke, advance,
and at times fulfill the
ancestral promise. Anderson’s
careful and thoughtful
interweaving of trickster texts
and traditions in the interest of
theology is a unique
contribution of this important
volume. Oftentimes, scholars
who are interested in the
trickster are unconcerned with
the theological ramifications of
the presence of material of this
sort in the biblical text, while
theologians have often
neglected the vibrant and
pervasive presence of the
trickster in the biblical text.
Equally vital is the necessity of
viewing the Old Testament’s
image of God as also
comprising dynamic,
subversive, and unsettling
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elements. Attempts to
whitewash or sanitize the
biblical God fail to recognize
and appreciate the complex
and intricate ways that YHWH
interacts with his chosen
people. This witness to YHWH’s
engagement in deception
stands alongside and
paradoxically informs the
biblical text’s portrait of YHWH
as trustworthy and a God who
does not lie. Anderson’s Jacob
and the Divine Trickster stands
as a stimulating and
provocative investigation into
the most interesting and
challenging character in the
Bible, God, and marks the first
true comprehensive treatment
of YHWH as divine trickster.
Anderson has set the stage to
continue the conversation and
investigation into a theology of
deception in the Hebrew Bible.
The First Book of Moses,
Called Genesis Oct 03 2022
Hailed as "the most radical
repackaging of the Bible since
Gutenberg", these Pocket
Canons give an up-close look at
each book of the Bible.
The Books of Jacob Nov 04
2022 “Just as awe-inspiring as
the Nobel judges claimed.” –
The Washington Post “Olga
Tokarczuk is one of our
greatest living fiction writers. .
. This could well be a decadedefining book akin to Bolaño’s
2666.” –AV Club “Sophisticated
and ribald and brimming with
folk wit. . . The comedy in this
novel blends, as it does in life,
with genuine tragedy.” –Dwight
Garner, The New York Times
The Nobel Prize–winner’s
richest, most sweeping and
ambitious novel yet follows the
comet-like rise and fall of a
mysterious, messianic religious
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leader as he blazes his way
across eighteenth-century
Europe. In the mid-eighteenth
century, as new ideas—and a
new unrest—begin to sweep
the Continent, a young Jew of
mysterious origins arrives in a
village in Poland. Before long,
he has changed not only his
name but his persona; visited
by what seem to be ecstatic
experiences, Jacob Frank casts
a charismatic spell that attracts
an increasingly fervent
following. In the decade to
come, Frank will traverse the
Hapsburg and Ottoman
empires with throngs of
disciples in his thrall as he
reinvents himself again and
again, converts to Islam and
then Catholicism, is pilloried as
a heretic and revered as the
Messiah, and wreaks havoc on
the conventional order, Jewish
and Christian alike, with
scandalous rumors of his sect’s
secret rituals and the spread of
his increasingly iconoclastic
beliefs. The story of Frank—a
real historical figure around
whom mystery and controversy
swirl to this day—is the perfect
canvas for the genius and
unparalleled reach of Olga
Tokarczuk. Narrated through
the perspectives of his
contemporaries—those who
revere him, those who revile
him, the friend who betrays
him, the lone woman who sees
him for what he is—The Books
of Jacob captures a world on
the cusp of precipitous change,
searching for certainty and
longing for transcendence. In a
nod to books written in
Hebrew, The Books of Jacob is
paginated in reverse, beginning
on p. 955 and ending on p. 1 –
but read traditionally, front
instant-citrix-security-how-to-jacob-carmel

cover to back.
Jacob's Way Aug 01 2022 "The
army makes a man hard
sometimes. I remember a
young girl no more than ten
who gave me a glass of
buttermilk just outside of
Chancellorsville. I still
remember that. I guess that’s
all my life is. Some pictures
fading out behind me, and
there’s not much before me."
Reisa listened as he spoke. She
knew that he was a man who
longed for goodness, and
longed for friends, and perhaps
even a wife and family. Finally
she said, "I hope you find your
way, Ben. God is real, and love
is real." Fleeing a bloody
pogrom that threatens their
tiny Russian village, Reisa
Dimitri and her grandfather,
Jacob, sail the ocean to a new
life in America. They are swiftly
embraced by New York’s
Jewish community. But God has
other plans that will call them
far from the familiar warmth
and ways of their culture.
Accompanied by their huge,
gentle friend, Dov, Reisa and
Jacob set out to make their
living as traveling merchants in
the post-Civil-War South.
There, as new and unexpected
friendships unfold, the aged
Jacob searches for answers
concerning the nature of the
Messiah he has spent a lifetime
looking and longing for. And
there, the beautiful Reisa finds
herself strangely drawn to Ben
Driver--a man with a checkered
past, a painful present, and a
deadly enemy who will stop at
nothing to destroy him. Fastpaced and tender by turn,
Jacob’s Way is a heartwarming
novel about human love, divine
faithfulness, and the
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restoration of things that had
seemed broken beyond repair.
Jacob's Ladder Sep 21 2021
Jacob's ladder - Climbing it on
God's terms provides a good
case study of what God really
has to say about prosperity.
This book focuses on the
practical and proven strategies
for success that were
uncovered by studying the life
of Jacob. In the biblical legend
Jacob was grandson and heir of
Abraham. Jacob's actions have
been recorded, and his
methods can be emulated, and
if your passion for success
burns as bright as Jacob's did
in him, you can achieve similar
results. This book will help you
detect where the rhythm of
your life is being disrupted by
events and circumstances that
must be recognized and
counteracted. You will learn
how to honor the seasons of
your life that dictate when and
where to build a ladder and
when to begin climbing. Jacob's
Ladder - Climbing it on God's
terms will help you discover
the difference between
choosing to call on God to help
you navigate your way out of a
bad situation and recognizing
God as the tour guide of your
life in all situations.
Jacob's Room Feb 24 2022
Published in 1922, the first of
Woolf’s novels to come out of
Hogarth Press, Jacob’s Room,
also represents her first truly
modernist work. If there is a
plot to speak of, it is more a
story arc, tracing the life of
Jacob Flanders from his first
appearance trying to climb a
rock on a Cornish Beach, to his
last reference, a report of his
death during the war. Though
Woolf does choose at times to
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give Jacob his own point of
view – starting on the beach
with a change of tense – for the
most part he is dealt with
second or third hand, through
the views and impressions of
other characters. That the
novel represents two firsts – for
Hogarth and for Woolf’s
Modernism – is no surprise; it’s
unlikely that any of the major
publishing houses would have
gone with such an
experimental shift from her
previous two novels. The novel
was, in the opinion of T.S. Eliot
–more than a mere literary
acquaintance – without
compromise, by which he
meant that it didn’t seek to
conform to the expectations of
the commercial market.
Jacob The Liar Mar 28 2022
Cut off from all news of the war
along with thousands of fellow
prisoners, Jacob Heym
accidentally overhears a radio
broadcast that reveals the Red
Army's advancement and is
forced to tell a series of lies in
order to explain his knowledge.
Skyhorse Publishing, as well as
our Arcade, Yucca, and Good
Books imprints, are proud to
publish a broad range of books
for readers interested in
fiction—novels, novellas,
political and medical thrillers,
comedy, satire, historical
fiction, romance, erotic and
love stories, mystery, classic
literature, folklore and
mythology, literary classics
including Shakespeare, Dumas,
Wilde, Cather, and much more.
While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to
books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked and to
instant-citrix-security-how-to-jacob-carmel

authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.
Jacob’s Seed and David’s
Delight Jan 02 2020 This work
is a twofold treatise. It first
concerns “Jacob’s Seed” as an
exposition of Isa. 65:19, “I did
not say to the seed of Jacob,
‘Seek me in vain.’” Burroughs
shows how prayer is not in vain
if it is done by God’s people
with a right end, though we
might not see or gain what we
want from prayer immediately.
The second treatise is called
“David’s Delight” and is an
exposition from Psalm 16:3,
“But to the saints that are in
the earth, and to the excellent
in whom is all my delight.”
Burroughs teaches that the
people of God should be the
delight of the Christian since
Christ is in her midst. Two
powerful works by a master
teacher and preacher. This
work is not a scan or facsimile,
has been carefully transcribed
by hand being made easy to
read in modern English, and
has an active table of contents
for electronic versions.
The Galaxy Aug 09 2020
Ascending Jacob's Ladder :
Book II in the Jacob's
Ladder Series Jul 20 2021
Ascending Jacob's Ladder Book
II in Ascending Jacob's Ladder
Series This is to me one of the
enjoyable books out of the
three that I have been able to
pen, I feel like I have so much
life left in me during much of
this book. I find also it tells me
little things pertaining to the
great advent that will take
place within Utah Valley. In
one of the first dreams, I also
become aware of how the
advisory gets into the heart of
men and takes them down to
9/10

the depths of the lake, to
consume at his will. As I go
through this work, I find that
there are events that are going
to take place that I later , by
pure happenchance find the
answer to while reading my
scripture events that I have
read several times but for some
reason I was unable to see
those events with the clarity
that I know see them taking
place. You will also see that
there is a dream that is called,
"The Parable of being
schooled" I nearly named this
entire series after that vary
chapter because it taught to me
that throughout all of the
parables that are being written.
It is "The Parable of being
Schooled" that most explained
to me what was going on
throughout this dreaming and
interpreting process. Then
once again I decided to place
into this work one of the same
parables that I used in the first
book of this series because I
was directly told to pause for a
time, that is what I did. I didn't
begin again until I was once
again told to move forward why
this was, I have no Idea, but
like I have stated, "I am only
the pen in this project, nothing
more." Regardless I am happy
to do so. There are so many
events that take place in these
parables that astound me such
as that of, "The Parable of The
Baptism of Fire." This took
place just before we had
Covid-19 hit us, I found that
this event was why I ended up
moving into Spokane for only a
year. Halfway through that
year was when Covid-19 hit us
and all the pleasurable
moments of having family over
had to stop. I have also found
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that the Lord was stretching
me through these dreams and
vision, they from before the
first book started out with just
ten or so symbols. As time
progressed, they had evolved
into fifty and then into a
hundred and fifty symbols that
showed up during each dream.
I should probably save this tidbit for the third book, but I was
given one dream out of that
book that carried over threehundred-eighty symbols, that
dream took me well over two
weeks to interpret. As a little
secret to let you know that in
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order for me to understand
dreams in the manner, they are
to be understood that I have to
go through a seven-step
process through which each
dream is interpreted at which
point I have to decide between
three different forums of how
to present each dream, this is
done by the spirit. I would
often have a dream and assume
I understood it but until I put it
through this process, I truly
had no idea of how the Lord
made sense of the way I
received the dream, then to
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finally see how each dream
evolved. There is no way I
could have put together these
dreams and vision and had
them present the
understanding that exists
without him being in control of
this process. I know if you are
paying attention to the Spirit
that you will find alternate
meanings to each one of these
parables when you review
them. I pray that you may gain
more knowledge, inspiration
and wisdom as you read and
travel through all of these
discoveries as I have.
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